
MY ANTENNA JOURNEY

SO FAR!

• JOHN AC9UV



THE JOURNEY

 Beginnings Halcrafters sx-110 , electronics dabling

 High School Ham Radio Club

 IIT EE => CS with micro-computers

 Climbing buddy was a QRP/CW ham

 Technician license Heath Kit HW-101->10m X 

beam

 Retired, then Tech->General->Extra ->ICOM-707 
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REGAINED LICENSE

---->EXTRA

 Rebuilt 10M X Beam (article)

 Found shorter 40m ant. for limited space 

(book)

 2m ground plane for York 2m Mon. night 

net (book)

 6m Squalo because 7300 has 6m. (youtube)

 Off Center Dipole (Youtube?)
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FIELD ANTENNAS

 Off Center Fed Dipole (for field day)

 2m, 7cm handheld yagi

 Double Delta (for field day)

 Multi band no tune End Fed (transformer) 

 3 band trapped End Fed Stealth Antenna

 Tape Measure Antenna with Multi band no tune
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TECH LICENSE, 

10M PHONE

 10M FOR $10 ARTICLE

 Solar Cycle 23 peaked in 2001

 Contact SSB with Sydney 

Australia 100w HW-101
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10m Beam Parts List
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From the article, a 4:1 BALUN design

I chose a commercial 4:1 

BALUN, more compact and

Less exposed to the elements

The Xbeam has 12.5 ohm 

impedance which means you need 

a 4:1 BALUN to match 50 ohms
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Lowes as of 5/27/2022

conduit emt 1/2in 10foot  Lowes  $6.98/per 27.92

pvc sdr charlotte pipe 10ft lowes $5.53

1/2 in pipe clamps 10 pack  $3.25/10 12 would be $3.90/12

8 ft pressure treated 2-4  $6.78   would need $3.39

DX Engineering 50ft rg-8x 50ft  $52.99

DX engineering 1:4 balun $149.99

Make your own from plans .48/ft  maybe 6ft  $2.88

total:  $43.62 for XBeam and balun.

I priced out the project at today’s prices
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10 meter Xbeam  with a Radio Shack antenna rotor has been 

a staple of my Antenna arsenal  from the beginning

With the Solar Cycle on the upswing it will only get better.

Sometime I’ll upgrade to a better antenna rotor that keeps 

good track of the current direction more accurately. 

The large size is much more visible than say a vertical. If you 

have a HOA then it may not be a choice (since 2016 HOA can 

prevent Hams from putting up antennas, before that they could 

not restrict us because we were an emergency service) 
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40m Folded Dipole

Limited Space!!!      What to do?
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Nice!!!!

Table for folded dipole length
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Because!!!

For Full Length half wave

We save 22 ft. !!!
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Ladder Lock(R) Holderss, use 3 for center feed point
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1:1 Balun Choice from Ham Radio Secrets
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2 Ladder Line holders 

and balun
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2 Ladder Loc® and Balun
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Folded Dipole in place before and 

after ends fastened
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Folded 40m Dipole – 40m SWR dip  (untuned)
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Folded 40m Dipole – 20m SWR dip  (untuned) AC9UV



Folded 40m Dipole – 10m SWR dip  (untuned)

AC9U
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Folded 40m Dipole – 30m SWR (untuned)
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Folded 40m Dipole – 30m SWR dip  (tuned) AC9UV



With tuner, good SWR available on bands from 80m to 10m 

(but use X beam for 10m)

With the exception of 30 meters is a tricky tune.

It is my go-to HF Antenna.

I like the analog tuner dials vs. tuner in my IC-7300.
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2m Ground Plane
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Camden County Amateur Radio Society (Georgia) - CCARS INC.

2M Ground Plane, Quick and easy!

Use SO-239 with 4 bent ground plane 

wires and one vertical wire

Fits into a (I think ½ ) PVC pipe with coax 

out bottom

A little over 19 in, vertical, a little less for 

ground planes
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2m Ground Plain SWR profile (untuned)
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6m Squalo  (square halo) 
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Some Example of the 6m Squalo
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Halo Radiation Patterns (not Squalo)

by Dr. Carol F. Milazzo, KP4MD (posted 15 Mar 2014)

E-mail: kp4md@arrl.net
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My Construction
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On Tripod, on my Roof
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6m Squalo SWR profile (untuned)
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Squalo  works

◼ Local contacts can be a problem

◼ Magic Band time.

◼ A few weeks ago, I could not hear the local net but made 

contacts with NJ and CT.
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Off Center Dipole
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◼ Originally created for Field Day 2019 or 2018

◼ Measured and tuned on the ground on step ladder height

◼ Ended up with about 11% - 89% ratio with good SWR on 40 and 

up

◼ 4:1 Balun

◼ Now in Indiana as main antenna, put up for Winter Field Day with 

CSRA Club

◼ Ron KD9IPO helped and used a slingshot to get it into the trees

◼ Extra rope on insulators to take strain off balun/coax load. 
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4:1 balun

Strain relief tie on coax

AC9UV
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2M,7CM  TAPE 

MEASURE YAGI
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https://www.instructables.com/The-Tape-Measure-

Antenna/
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Step 4: Adjusting the Antenna

Adjusting the antenna is very simple. Simply attach a SWR 

meter between the antenna and the radio. Adjust your radio 

to 146.580 mhz and check your SWR reading. 

If the reading is more than 1.2 to 1, turn off your radio and 

adjust the driven elements by loosening the hose clams and 

moving the elements toward each other. 

Turn on your radio and check your SWR again. Repeat until 

your SWR is at an acceptable level. I was lucky and my 

antenna registered extremely close to 1 to 1 without 

adjustment.

Step 4: Adjusting the Antenna

Adjusting the antenna is very simple. Simply attach a SWR 

meter between the antenna and the radio. Adjust your radio 

to 146.580 mhz and check your SWR reading. 

If the reading is more than 1.2 to 1, turn off your radio and 

adjust the driven elements by loosening the hose clams and 

moving the elements toward each other. 

Turn on your radio and check your SWR again. Repeat until 

your SWR is at an acceptable level. I was lucky and my 

antenna registered extremely close to 1 to 1 without 

adjustment.
https://www.instructables.com/The-Tape-Measure-

Antenna/ AC9UV



⚫ http://yorkradioclub.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/NX9G-Yanko-Yankov-2-meter-direction-finer-

antenna.pdf

My original source, Yanko NX9G presentation at York Radio Club meeting March 2019

⚫ http://yorkradioclub.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/NX9G-Yanko-Yankov-Getting-started-with-Amateur-

Radio-Satellites-.pdf

What for?  Originally to do Satellite work

Also good for Fox hunting!!
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Double Delta
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DOUBLE DELTA

 A tall narrow delta loop, due to its unique current distribution, 

is largely horizontally polarized.

 Azimuth Gain Figure 15-2: EZNEC azimuth radiation patterns: 80m 

(green), 40m (red), 20m (blue), 10m (violet). Gains in dBi.

•

Portune W6NBC, John. Slot Antennas for Ham Radio: The Forgotten Antenna (pp. 128-129). Kindle Edition.
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A further benefit of the inverted double delta loop slot 

over a conventional vertical is that it radiates from 

higher up the antenna. 

Its effective height is more like that of a beam on a 

tower. This reduces ground loss and improves gain.

Portune W6NBC, John. Slot Antennas for Ham Radio: The Forgotten Antenna (p. 131). Kindle Edition. 
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To see why the take-off height of the wave is higher, notice, 

Figure 15-5, that the currents at the bottom of a tall narrow 

slot loop are nearly equal and opposite. Therefore, there is 

little radiation from the bottom. 

At the top, however, the current in the horizontal direction 

only and is unopposed. That part of the loop radiates. Further 

the radiation is largely horizontally polarized.
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Figure 15-5

Single Delta

Current profile.
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For optimum efficiency and gain, the width of a skeleton slot 

delta should be kept to roughly 1/3 of the height. Four 4 ft. 

cross-arm spreaders are suitable for a 30 ft. delta, 5 1/2 ft. for 

a 40 ft. delta.

Double Delta

Portune W6NBC, John. Slot Antennas for Ham Radio: The Forgotten Antenna (p. 142). Kindle Edition. 

My Double Delta is about 28ft high with 4 ½ foot cross arms, or 

9ft across the top (two cross arms). I use an aluminum mast. 

The ends are about 1ft from the ground.
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Top View Side ViewRaising a light mast by yourself
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Double Delta Radio Interface.

-Relay to change beam direction

-ATU to match 50ohms

-1:1 Balun to cut down line loss
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Relay to switch Antenna What the switching does
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Relay box
AC9UV
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ATU Assembled

ATU Display
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ATU and Balun box
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Its been up for over a year now in 

high winds, rain, snow. It seems to 

have a low wind profile.

The ATU saves settings for frequency 

but the youtube by N6NBC pointed 

out that when you switch the antenna 

configuration you should re-tune 

which it doesn’t. Something to think 

through.

The beaming has effect, you can tell 

by the reception when you click the 

switch. Overall a worthy project.
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End fed half wave antennas have become very 

popular as a very convenient low visual impact 

antenna that is easy to erect for home and also for 

portable use. It is straightforward and build, and quite 

low cost. There are also many options are available 

to purchase. With a little care, the end fed half wave, 

EFHW antenna is an ideal choice for many ham 

radio, and even other forms of radio communication 

station.
© electronics-

notes.com
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As the length increases, the radiation 

pattern changes with additional lobes 

forming, and the maximum points of 

radiation moving away from being at 

right angles to the axis of the wire and 

moving towards alignment with the axis 

of the wire.

End Fed Half Wave Antennas

AC9UV
© electronics-

notes.com

Attach the antenna to the radio, you get 

what you get. Keep on Hamming.   AC9UV



In order to match the end fed half wave antenna to the coaxial feeder, it 

is necessary to have a matching network or transmission line 

transformer. The coaxial feeder is likely to be 50Ω and the antenna 

impedance is possibly around 4000 or 5000Ω, the impedance needs to 

be matched.

The impedance transformation is approximately 50:5000 or 1:100. As 

the impedance at this point is not well defined, many people use a 1:9 

transformer, although this only matches to an impedance of 450Ω. It is 

far preferable to use a 1:49 or 1:64 ratio.

End Fed Half Wave Antennas

© electronics-

notes.com

AC9UV

...

Here’s where the art and testing kick in 

after you run the formulas.      AC9UV



Stealth Multi Band 

Trapped End Fed
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Project found on two Youtube videos from K6ARK

First the Transformer build:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-_LyhdGapM&t=1s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-qfCQTZSIus

AC9UV

Then the traps and tuning 

build:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-_LyhdGapM&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-qfCQTZSIus
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Transformer Build

Wrap Transformer 10:1 ratio Solder SMD Cap Solder Toroid

Tune unit by 

adjusting #  

turns

Seal and Shink 

wrap

K6ARK
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Trap build (x2)

Wind Toroid Cut Bread Board and 

solder SMD Cap Breadboard and tune # turns

Assemble trapFeed wire, strain reliefReady for next step
K6ARK
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Stealth 3 band:  40m dip
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Stealth 3 band:  30m dip
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Stealth 3 band:  20m dip
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Stealth 3 band:  around 15m dip
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Stealth 3 band:  around 10m dip
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Ready to Go
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ARRL Multi Band End Fed
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This antenna works for 10, 15, 20, and 40 meters,

has a very high impedance of around 2,500 Ohms.

The kit includes the parts needed to construct a 

49:1 impedance matching network,which will 

transform the impedance to 50 Ohms

ARRL EFHW Antenna
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ARRL EFHW 

Antenna

Take Parts

Drill Holes

Mount Hardware

Wind TransformerMount Trans and Cap
Keep on Haming
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ARRL EFHW: 40m dip
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ARRL EFHW: 15m dip AC9UV



ARRL EFHW: 10m dip AC9UV



ARRL EFHW: 35mhz dip
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We used it in Field Day for QRP
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Paul OM0ET EFHW 

Tape Measure Antenna
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Idea From:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pEI5K-j1Koo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7O6hOuRixQ&t=0s

QRPGuys Portable No Tune End Fed Half Wave 

Antenna

https://qrpguys.com/qrpguys-end-fed-wire-

antenna

Simpler build (kit)

my tape measure did not have enough space

for parts integration
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QRPGuys no tune EFHW transformer

Just add the proper half wave length and go. (or role out the tape 

measure to the proper length. Then Reel it back in!!!!!
AC9UV



Wire Lengths for different Bands for EFHW transformer
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Tape Measure Antenna yet to be measured and used.
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My home setup, above and below.
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10m Xbeam and 40m folded dipole
2m ground plane

6m Squalo

My 4 roof antennas
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Now for some antenna/roof safe fun!
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My Shack logical layout:

4 antennas  2 main radios

Switched to the tuner (Alpha Delta switches)

Tuner to a switch to various radios and Ant Analyzer

A copper pipe backplane to the table that radios are 

hooked up to, and a galvanized plate under a rubber 

surface on the table top (grounded)

5 ground rods just 6 ft away all connected together

A pc with external large monitor with internet access

The Antenna analyzer is a youkit 

The long wire just goes out the window and up the 

side of the house. Used with a qrp eliminator

AC9UV
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YOU CAN DO IT!

 Build vs Buy decision

 Expectations of performance, do you need to be the best?

 The learning experience.

 Test equipment, does not have to be very expensive now.

 Patience, focus, and (googly eyes help)
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Test

⚫ Build and Testing 
equipment

AC9UV

⚫Soldering Iron(s), stand, brass scrubber, tip tinner, 

solder braid, solder sucker.

⚫Solder

⚫Wire Stripper

⚫Wire Cutter

⚫Screwdrivers, plyers,…

⚫Antenna analyzer

⚫Magnifying glass/goggles

⚫Multi meter, component tester,…

⚫Drill, drill bits, cone cutter, vice...



Soldering
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Basic Tools
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Vision Tools
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Measurement Tools

LC meter $16

NanoVMA $48

Trans. Tester, LCR $18

Youkit Ant. Anal. $259

TinySA $70

Pokit pro $225

Harbor Freight $7

Vector Network Analyzer ~$100 
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Tools Glue and stuff
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Tools basic and fancy
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Tools Shrink and glue
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Tools, most important, Lids



WORKS CITED 

AND LINKS

⚫ Ten for 10, Michael Harris KM4UL

− Double Delta: https://vimeo.com/533227173

− https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=XqkwOBOpSO4

⚫ Folded Dipole:

− Amateur Radio HF Antennas: Book Two: HF Antennas For Limited Space:Claude Jollet, 

VE2DPE

− ARRL Small Antenna’s for small places:Steve Ford WB8IMY

⚫ Squalo:https://www.qsl.net/kp4md/50_mhz_halo.htm

⚫ Double Delta

− Double Inverted HF Delta Skeleton Slot Antenna, John Portune W6NBC: 

https://vimeo.com/533227173 

⚫ Off Center Dipole: one source: https://www.dj0ip.de/off-center-fed-dipole/

⚫ 3 band Trapped Stealth: 

− https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-_LyhdGapM&t=1079s

− https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-_LyhdGapM&t=1079s

⚫ Tape Measure Ant:

− https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pEI5K-

j1Koo&list=RDCMUCy7btBpJl8olJlBu3c87eog&index=1

− https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7O6hOuRixQ&t=0s
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